
Error Message Corrective Action 
Could not find offense code on node 0 Add the RITT traffic code.

FOG/MIST is not a valid uLighting Cannot use symbols. FOG/MIST must be two separate words. Fog  and Mist.

SNOW/ICE is not a valid uRoadCond Cannot use symbols. SNOW/ICE must be two separate words. Snow and Ice.

A value for Court Location was not provided in the incoming 

request | Invalid court location code

Correct the location code. RITT is 01 and Municipal Court is 02.                                                                                                        

Could not find offense code on node 0. | A value for Court 

Location was not provided in the incoming request | Invalid 

court location code

Correct the location code. RITT is 01 and Municipal Court is 02.                                                                                                        

RITT traffic offense code is required.

Invalid court location code 03 District Court eCitation/summonses are no longer accepted.

The &#39;DriversLicenseNumber&#39; element is invalid - 

The value &#39;&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;IXMLELEMENT.REQUIREDSTRING20&#39; - The 

actual length is less than the MinLength value.

Driver's license invalid. 

Invalid court location code 0 Invalid location code. RITT is 01 and Municipal Court is 02.    

JR. is not a valid name suffix JR. is not valid. Cannot use symbols/characters. No period (.) allowed.

The &#39;Word&#39; attribute is invalid - The value 

&#39;&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;BASE.REQUIREDSTRING10&#39; - The actual length 

is less than the MinLength value.

Missing driver's license state or driver's license type.

The &#39;NameFirst&#39; element is invalid - The value 

&#39;&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;IXMLELEMENT.REQUIREDSTRING40&#39; - The 

actual length is less than the MinLength value.

Missing operator information.

The &#39;VehicleYear&#39; element is invalid - The value 

&#39;0000&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;Justice.Citation.VehicleYear&#39; - The MinInclusive 

constraint failed.

Missing vehicle information. 

DAY is not a valid uLighting Not a valid a road condition code.

W is not a valid involvment code Not a valid involvment code.

JEE is not a valid vehicle make code Not a valid vehicle make code.

AP is not a valid vehicle type code Not a valid vehicle type.

One more more required elements is missing for an address of 

type &#39;Non Standard&#39;.  The required elements for this 

address type are: AddressLine1, City, State, and ZIP

Review address information including the zip code. The zip code is mandatory. Zip 

code format should either: 12345-1234 or 12345. Cannot have a dash with no 

further numbers. Example 12345-.

SpeedingFineCalculation/SpeedActual must be higher than 

SpeedingFineCalculation/SpeedPosted

Speeding Fine invalid. Actual Speed must be higher than posted Speed.                               

The Speeding Fine Calculation (Per MPH) is invalid for the 

offense code: 015

The posted and actual speed are provided, however, this offense is not a speeding 

offense.  The actual and posted speeds need to be removed.

The &#39;ZIP&#39; element is invalid - The value &#39;06239-

&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;IXMLELEMENT.ADDRESS.ZIP&#39; - The Pattern 

constraint failed.

The zip code is mandatory. Zip code format should either: 12345-1234 or 12345. 

Cannot have a dash with no further numbers. Example 12345-.

No agency 411 found at the RIAgencyToNodeConfig OCA. This error is a technical error on our end. We will update the issue and resubmit.

The &#39;Accident&#39; element is invalid - The value 

&#39;2&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;BASE.IXMLELEMENT.REQUIREDINTBOOL&#39; - 

The Enumeration constraint failed.

This error is a technical error.  We will update the issue and resubmit.                                                                                                       

Could not find offense code on node 0. | Invalid court location 

code 03

District Court eCitation/summonses are no longer accepted.

The &#39;ZIP&#39; element is invalid - The value &#39;06040-

&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;IXMLELEMENT.ADDRESS.ZIP&#39; - The Pattern 

constraint failed.

Zip code format should either: 12345-1234 or 12345. Cannot have a dash with no 

further numbers. Example 12345-.

The degree code is invalid for the offense code specified This error is a technical error on our end. We will update the issue and resubmit.
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Error Message Corrective Action 
The &#39;AddressLine1&#39; element is invalid - The value 

&#39;&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;IXMLELEMENT.REQUIREDSTRING64&#39; - The 

actual length is less than the MinLength value

Review address information including the zip code. The zip code is mandatory. Zip 

code format should either: 12345-1234 or 12345. Cannot have a dash with no 

further numbers. Example 12345-.

The &#39;IsRadar&#39; element is invalid - The value 

&#39;E&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;RI.BASE.CODE.RADER&#39; - The Enumeration 

constraint failed.

Check Radar Field.

The &#39;VehicleYear&#39; element is invalid - The value 

&#39;0000&#39; is invalid according to its datatype 

&#39;Justice.Citation.VehicleYear&#39; - The MinInclusive 

constraint failed.

Check format of year.

The element &#39;Citee&#39; has incomplete content. List of 

possible elements expected: &#39;DOB&#39;.

Review Citee information including Date of Birth.
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